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Tracklist

1 Back 7:26
2 Back (Radio Edit) 3:31
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Comments about Back - Airbase
Marige
Jesper Soderlund (Airbase) is one of the most popular trance artists out there, and is renowned for
his euphoric style. This style has won him a legion of fans across the globe, enhanced no doubt by
his eagerness to interact with those fans on the Internet, via such devices as Twitter, YouTube, and
on various web forums. Such a cult following makes him a prime candidate to appear on the In
Trance We Trust roster, and since his first track, Denial (ITWT 417-0), featuring Floria Ambra, he
has continued to achieve success on the label, with The Road Not Taken (ITWT 419-0), and most
recently, Wonders (ITWT 446-0), which also features the talented vocalist Floria Ambra. Soderlund's
best release on ITWT however, is very possibly this track, Back. Some observers may point out that
as Soderlund experimented with a progressive sound on The Road Not Taken (referring to the
track's loud build up but rather than going down the normal route of a huge breakdown, we get an
anti-climax instead), he has now returned to his trademark euphoric dancefloor anthem-kind-of-
sound, hence the track title 'Back' - as in 'back to what I'm good at'. Soderlund has said that there
were less elements to Back than there were for other of his productions, but in this case it is certain
that less is better! At 1.36 the track gets interesting and at 2.04 there is a delightful change of note.
At 3.13, a bouncy melody takes into another slower melody of dreamlike quality at 3.40: if a fantasy
princess liked trance, that is what she would listen to! Yet a combination of these melodies is the
result for the rest of the track, beginning at 4.19, with the main breakdown occuring at 5.17, and
even though this breakdown is short and sweet, it still does the business. An undoubted epic, and
one of the best tracks on the ITWT label in recent times.
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